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Rainbow Bridge - Until Again We Meet Thermos

German Shepherd Dog with Angel wings hovering over Rainbow Bridge.

 Rainbow Bridge - Until Again We Meet Thermos by GermanShepherdDogs Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and

Availability.Designed by GSDsite.comThis is a perfect gift for someone that has lost their best friend.Sometimes words just can’t say it all.Dog with Angel wings

hovering over Rainbow Bridge.Designed By GSDsite.com You may be too hot to handle, but it's not good if your thermos bottle is that way. Luckily, these custom

SIGG Thermos bottles are hot, but not too hot. They keep your hot liquids perfectly warm for up to eight hours. So cozy up for with these quality thermos, and for

once, let us worry about keeping things hot!Thermo bottle size: 0.3L (7.8" tall x 2.8" diameter).Constructed from top quality stainless steel that is both odor and taste

neutral.Designed to keep your cold liquids cold and hot liquids hot for up to eight hours.Include a removable tea filter.100% BPA free (exceeds FDA requirements

for nontoxic and non-leaching products).Phthalates free.Reusable aluminium water bottle is coated with metallic non-toxic paint and comes with the standard SIGG

Black Screw Top.No Weird Taste: Non-toxic baked-on inner-lining does not impart odors or tastes.Light-weight but Strong: Weighs no more than a plastic water

bottle.Leak-proof: Seamless construction made from a single piece of pure aluminium.Cool Designs: SIGG bottles are as good to look at as they are to drink from.

Baked on powder coat finish lasts for years. Quality designs are printed using the latest UV technology, and will not fade after washing.Recyclable: SIGG bottles are

pure aluminium and recyclable when they finally require replacement.Hand wash only. Not recommended for dishwasher.Sleek Swiss design.Designer Tip: To

ensure the highest quality print, please note that this product’s customizable design area measures 7.5" x 3.625".
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